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Municipal Water Softening m Kan a

•

I

Thi study wa made for the benefit of the more than one-half
million re idents of Kan as who live in cities and towns of the state
and do not enjoy the advantage of oft water. Many of these person are unaware that it i pos ible and practical to partially soften
municipal water at little cost. In some instances a·n actual saving
may be made by softening the water, a will be explained presently.
At the beginning, let it be understood by the reader that, though
the writer is a teacher of chemistry, there need be no fear of encountering numerou chemical and technical terms that have little meaning for tho e untrained in the use of technical words. If found nece sary to u e techni al expressions, they will be explained the first
fime they are u ed.
In order to the better qualify himself for the preparation of this
paper, the author recently has made a personal study of the water
upply y terns of all the citie and towns of the state listed by the
Division of Sanitation of the State Board of Health as operating
water-softening planL. Seven of these places use well water excluively. They are: Clyde, Hanover, Hoisington, Lincoln, Manhattan Pitt burg and Wichita. Three cities use both well water and
surface wat r. Beloit and Top ka use well water to reduce the turbidity of the river water before treating it. Erie u es well water to
upplement the river water, large quantities of which are used untreated by an industrial plant located there. Lawrence has under
consideration the use of well water to lower the turbidit of the
river water. Cities which purpo ely soften surface water only are:
Chanute, Cherryvale, Coffeyville, Eldorado, Emporia, Fredonia,
Iola, Lawrence, Neodesha, Osawatomie, Ottawa, Russell and Washington. Eldorado softens its water only when it is necessary to
pump water from the river to upplement the supply of soft water
usually obtained from an artificial lake.
All communities using surface water are required to purify it and,
in most case , clarify it. Some of these unintentionally remove a.
part of the hardness of the untreated water. This is due to the fact
that lime is u ed in the clarification process. Lime also tends to
remove a part of the hardness, so that clarification and partial
oftening are a~compli hed in the same operation. Several of the
(3)
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municipalitie using surface water could soften their water to a
point where it is reasonably soft with little or no added expen e.
Why they do not do o is one of the un olved riddle of ity government.
In addition to the twenty-three citie and town previou ly mentioned there are 320 others with public water supply u ing ground
water and forty-three u ing surface water. A very few of the e u e
both kind of water. Of the 320 u ing ground water, 250 have water
of sufficient hardn
to warrant the in tallation and operation of
water- oftening sy terns. Of the forty-three u ing surface water,
twenty should often their water while it i being clarified and
purified.
The cau e of hardne s in water is the presence in solution in the
water of certain soluble alts of calcium and magnesium. These two
metals are pre ent in such well known in oluble uh tances a limestone and magne ia, re pectively. When soap i added to hard
water, the calcium and magnesium in solution in the water interact
with the soap, producing an insoluble, gummy material that adhere
to the things being washed and to the wall of the containing vessel.
There are two distinct kinds of hardness either or both of which
may be present in water. One kind can be destroyed by heating the
water. This results in the formation of fine solid particles which
collect on the walls of the pipe or other ve sel in the form of a fairly
_soft scale. This type of hardness was formerly called temporary
hardness because it could be removed by the application of mod-.
erate heat. The term is still much used. However, this form of
hardness is now frequently designated as carbonate hardne . The
hardness that persi ts in water after heating is called permanent or
noncarbonate hardness. It is scale forming only when the water is
evaporated a by continued boiling. The scale formed under these
conditions is very hard. This type of hardness can be removed only
by chemical means or by di tillation.
The amount of hardness in water is expres ed in two way . The
old way, still much u ed, is in grain per gallon. The newer and
more convenient way to expre s hardness is in part per million.
One grain per gallon is equivalent to 17 -~ part per million
(p. p. m.) Water that has 100 p. p. m. of hardness ha ufficient
hardness causing minerals in it to form 100 pound of lime tone
(or its equivalent) from one million pounds of the water. When
hard water is softened, the fine material settling out is largely
powdered limestone or chalk. The chemist and w·a ter plant oper-
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ator all it alcium carbonate. Thi ·will help to make clear the
meaning of the tatement, The water ha a hardne s of 100 p. p. m.
in t~rm of calcium carbonate." For the sake of accuracy, it mu t
be added that if magne ium is removed from hard wat r along
with cal ium, the lime tone will be mixed with hydrated magne ia,
call d magne ium hydroxide. However, the hardne s i univer ally
expr ed in term of alcium arbonate even though the ludge
formed by oft ning water may not be pure lime tone.
The harde t water upplied to the inhabitants of any town in
Kan a , a cordincr to records available, i that at Dexter. It contain 1,98 p. p. m of hardne s. It i pumped from hallow well~.
It ha already been tated that 250 municipalities u ing well
water and 20 of tho e using surfa e water should often the water.
The e 270 localitie have water with a hardne of 200 or more
parts per million. It is a matter of fairly clo e agreement that
mo t municipalities ha, ing water wi h le than 200 p. p. m of
hardne s will not find it practical, e onomically, to often the water
a public expen e, though ome of them might do o. That v ould
depend largely upon the nature of the hardne~ . On the other
having water v ith 200
hand, many, if not all, of the 270 pla
p. p. m or more of hardne could, in all probability, effect a savincr
for the con umer by oftening the publi water upply _down to
75 or 100 p. p. m.
It i difficult for the average u er of water to believe that oftenincr water at public expen e very frequently re ults in an a tual
a, incr on the part of the one who pays the taxe and the plumbincr r pair and water bill . Let it be under tood, in ofar a oap
in
i invoh ed, ome idea of the wa te to be a igned to hardn
wat r can be obtain d from the fact that one-tenth of a pound of
oap i wa t d for each part per million of hardness for 1 000 gallon of ,,. ater. For a water from which 250 p. p. m of hardne
are r moved the aving would be 25 pound of soap for 1,000 o-allon of -n·at r. It is conceded that a very mall portion of th wat r
u ed i ompletely brok n v; ith oap yet the wa te i still so crreat
that acc:ordincr to the be t authoritie , the continued u e of hard
water in a municipal upply is an economic lo . For purpo e of
mu tration con ider three Kansa citie , one mall, the o her tv\ o
larcre.
t Clyde, according to the alculation of Mr. P aul Han y,
hief engineer of the Divi ion of anitation of the tate Board of
Health, the softening of the public water upply re..,ult in a avincr in co t of soap of 9.60 p r ear for a family of five p r on .
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Thi doe not include the a, incr in co t of fu l u ed in h wat r
heater due to decrea e in scale formation.
Neither does it include the aving in co t of plumbing repairs that
can be credited to the softened water. In view of the fact that the
average family of five in Clyde has an annua\ water bill of $8 it
would appear that such a family is being paid $1.60 a year for the
privilege of using soften d water. At Clyde the hardnes of the
water i reduced from 274 p. p. 111. to 63 p. p. m. At Topeka, where
both well water and river water are used, it ha been calculated
that the aving in oap by a family of five i $9 per y ar.
t Pittsburg, where the hardne s is lowered from 288 p. p. m. to 79 p. p. m.,
the aving arising from the softening of the water, according to the
statement of the water commissioner, amount to $12 per year for
a five -person family . The average monthly water bill for such a
family in Pitt burg i 81 cent . In addition to having the water
soft ned, an objectionable odor due to the pre ence of sulphur compounds in the raw water is entirely removed. The actual cost to
the city of Pittsburg for the entire treatment is $17.80 per million
gallon . It is by no means an unusual experience for communities
that have tried public water oftening, especially those u ing ground
·wat r, to di cover that the procedure results in a marked saving for
the taxpayer and con umer.
The adrnntage of soft water can be tated briefly as follows:
There i a aving in co t of oap and other clean ing agents as well
as in labor in wa hing and cleaning. There is an increase in the life
of textil which mu t be laundered frequently, hence a saving in
expenditure for wearing apparel and hou ehold linens. There i a
marked reduction of scale formation in water heater and cooking
utensil . This results in a saving of fuel and labor needed for descaling operations and repairs. It is generally agreed that soft water
is better for cooking purposes than is hard water. !Jost industries,
e pecially those employing steam poVi er, require soft water.
It has been stated that carbonate hardne s can be removed by
heating the water. This is not, however, a practical method, as it
is expen ive and quickly coats the ve sel in which the water i heated
with a heavy scale, increasing fuel con umption . The practical
method i to mix quicklime or hydrated lime with the water to be
softened. ince fifty- ix pounds of quicklime will soften as much
water a seventy-four pounds of hydrated lime, assuming equal
puritv of the two materials, it is more economical to use quicklime.
The initial price for hydrated lime i frequently higher than for
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quicklime and freight charges for the former will be greater than
for the latter becau e of the difference in weight of materials used.
In spite of the possible aving, several of the softening and clarifying plant in Kansas u e hydrated lime. If quicklime is u ed, a hydrator is usually employed. The cost of the hydrator is soon eras d
by the consequent saving arising from the use of quicklime.
To remove non carbonate hardness, soda ash, often ref erred to a
"soda," is employed. Soda a h is the dehydrated form of washing
oda, commonly sold at the grocery store -and exten ively used in the
home for "breaking" the water u ed in the laundry. It is frequently
a component of scouring powders, soap powders and hard water
soaps. It can be used to remove carbonate hardness, but is much
more costly than either form of lime and no more efficient, so is
never used in commercial scale operations except as it is needed for
the removal of noncarbonate hardne .
In clarifying surface v. ater by means of lime, it is an almost universal practice to add some alum along with the lime. T his forms
a sticky coagulum which aids greatly in collecting the sediment and
in clarifying the water. In softening ground water, alum is sometimes added in rather small quantities. It is presumed to increase
the settling rate of the sediment formed by oftening. Four of the
seven towns in Kansas softening their ground water supply use
alum. The other three do not. The addition of alum has a tendency to increase noncarbonate hardne s. The use of alum also increa es the amount of lime needed a lime and alum interact with
one another.
As soon a hard water i thoroughly mixed with the oft ning
agents and alum, if it i u ed, the wat r becom e cl udy and if allowed -to remain at re t, or to move very slowly, the in oluble matter
causing the cloudin s will in time ..,ettle out. Consequently all of
the early type water softening plant are equipped with v ry large
ettling ba in . Variou device are employed to secure thorough
mixing and to ha ten ettling. The removal of the ludge collecting
on the bottom of the ba in i a problem requiring much attention.
Water softened by lime alone will have much les mineral content
than the hard water, so that if it is entirely evaporated, the solid
left will be much less than that obtained fro,m the same amount of
hard water. Water softened by the use of oda ash, or by the zeolite
method, in which common salt i the mat rial consumed, will contain a greater amount of mineral matter than the untreated water.
Why this is true is not readily understood by tho e not familiar
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with chemical term . Let it uffice to ay that the new mineral
formed in the water by the action of soda ash or of salt do not
impart the quality of hrmlne s to the water. Nor do the i;iewly
form d minerals tend to r nder the water any le s fit for use, except
in the ca e v. her the water before treating contain a high alt content along with much noncarbonate hardnec;; .
Zeolite wat r oftener are found in ome private home an i in
many laundrie ~nd indu trie u ing team boiler . V ariou trade
name have been gh en to thi type of water softener, but th
all
-mploy the ame principl . The zeolite "sand" may be a natural or
a synthetic material.
o loudiness i imparted to the water oftened by zeolite, o no e tling ba in or filter aTe needed. Both
kinds of hardne s ·may b completely removed by zeolite, making
the water as oft a di tille~ water
ontaining a greater weight
of minerals than before oftenin . In vi w of the low co t of salt
u ed to regenerate the zeolit and th mall amount of equipment
needed, it mi(J'ht appear that the zeolite method is the be t one for
oftening wat r. That i undoubtedly true when water of zero hardness is requir d. Such water i eldom needed except for boiler feed
and in ome indu ri . tlany indu trial plant take municipally
softened water and treat it with zeolite to adapt it to their need .
In many home where publicl) upplied oftened water i not available, zeolite oftener are found. Many families cannot afford them
and those who do, find that con iderabl attention is e sential in
order to ee tha a n w upply of alt i added at ju t the right time
and that the z olite i properly wa bed after regeneration. There
are no municipally operat d zeolite wat r oftener in Kan as and
a comparativ ly mall number anywher in thi country.
Reverting now to the u e of lime or lime and oda for ·water
oftening, con umers often a k how water can be oftened with lime
when lime au e hardne in water. Th onfu ion ari s from the
inconect use oft rm . I i not lime that cau
hardne in water,
but rather certain oluble compound of alcium or magn ium, previou ly mention d. In ome wat r , oluble compound of iron are
also pre ent. Th y do not add mu h hardne to the water, ordinnarily, but they au e staining of fixture and fabri and are very
objectionable for thi ,rea on. Wh n lime i added to water possessing carbonate hardne , it int ra t - with the oluble compounds
of calcium and magn sium which cau e the carbonate hardn s,
forming insoluble compounds of the e 1 ment , which cloud the
v. ater and are eventuaH r mm ed from i . The a-called lime left
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in the tea kettle and in the hot water pipe is not lime, but, in large
part, a form of lime tone po sibly mix d with magnesium hydroxide.
It may now be stated that noncarbonate hardne is caused by
oluble compounds of calcium and magne ium, which are not decomposed by moderate heat. For the greater part, these are sulphates and chlorides of the metal named, rather than the bicarbonates found in water of carbonate hardness. To r move the metallic radicals from these heat-proof compound , the best material
i soda a h. It int ract with the oluble compounds to form inoluble ones.
trangely enough, the in oluble compound are the
ame a tho e formed by the action of lime added to water of carbonate hardne . Sin e oda a h o t con iderably more than lime,
the practice is to remove more of the carbonate hardness, permitting
some or all of the noncarbonate hardne s to remain. The water used
in the city of Hays may be taken as an illu tration. Hays water
averages 281 p. p. m. of carbonate hardness and has a noncarbonate
hardne s of 43 p. p. m. If 250 p. p. m. of the carbonate hardness were
removed i h lime, leaving the non arbonate hardne un hanged,
the total hardness remaining would be 76 p. p. m. Thi would be
found highly ati factory and no soda ash would be required. About
sixty percent of the cities and town in Kan as that supply water
with a hardne s greater than 200 p. p. m. fall into this class. The
other forty percent would find it nece ary to use some oda a h. A
few of them would have to u e a fairly large amount. Neverthele s,
it is the u ual experience that oftening the water down to 100
p. p. m. or under, re ults in an ultimate saving for the consumer.
In addition to soluble compound of al ium and magne ium,
ome Kansas waters contain soluble compound · of iron, oc a ionally accompanied by oluble mangane e compound . While it i
true that iron compound add slightly to the hardness of water,
the amounts in which th y occur are u uall
o mall that the
hardne cau ed by them i insignificant. However if iron com-·
pound are present in amounts 0 Teater than .3 p. p. m., th y are
. ., ure to cau e annoyance in other ways. The pre ence of iron in
water i indicated -by red tain imparted to kitchen ink , laundry
and toilet fixture a well a by the unsi htly appearan e of w bite
fa brics wa h~d in uch water . In addition to thi , very mall
quantitie of iron compound in water favor the growth of the socalled ''iron bacteria." The growth of these bacteria commonly
produces an unplea ant odor and taste in the water. Their growth
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frequently tends to obstruct the flow of water through the pipe .
Iron compounds, if present in significant quantitie in water tha
is being oftened, may be remo-, ed ea ily in the same operation.
The usual procedure i to oxidize the oluble iron compounds to
insoluble ones by aerating the water. The water may be sprayed
into the air or it may be allowed to flow from perforated horizontal
pipes. In another method, the water flows in thin layers over
baffle . Combination of these methods are often employed. In
all cases, the water after or during aeration flow over trays of coke.
Much of the insoluble iron product thu formed is caught by the
coke which must be tirred and crubbed at int rval . The solid
not caught by the coke are arri d along by the water and are
removed along with the in oluble calcium and ma nc ium ompounds by sedimentation and filtering.
If mangane e compounds accompany compound ·of iron, they
are removed in much the same way a iron compound and in the
same operation. In rare case , mangane e compounds are found
difficult to remove and require special treatment for their removal.
Some water contain so much carbon dioxide ( carbonic acid gas)
that the water i mildly ~cidic and attacks the water pipes. Thi
immediately put iron into the water and may eventually cause
, leaks in the pipes. Carbon dioxide can be destroyed by the addition of lim but in mo t in tances it i cheaper to remove most of
the carbon dioxide by aeration. Aeration i also employed for the
removal of ga es having unpleasant odor . At Pittsburg, a pecial
method of aeration i u ed for thi purpose. The wells are 1,400
feet d ep and the water i brought to the surface by means of·
"air lift" pump . By this means, air i forced into the water near
the bottom of the well under considerable pressure and its absorption by the water i rapid and its oxidizing poVi er increa ed.
Gase not oxidized by he air e cape from the water as the air escapes at the urface where the pre ure is released. Such systems
can be used only in very deep wells.
Now that the advantages of water softening have been stated and
some of the principles involved explained, it is in order to point out
and discuss the various steps employed.
The fir t step, aeration, already discussed, is in many cases
omitted. Frequently the fir t step is that of mixing the chemicals
with the water to be treated. The chemicals are automatically
measured as they are fed by machines into the incoming stream of
water. Thorough mixing is absolutely essential. This i accom1
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pli hed in , ariou way . Sometime~ rapid mixing devices followed
by a slow one in "hich paddle agitate the water to which the chemical have been add d are u ed. In some plants, compressed air or
carbon dioxide is bubbled up from the bottom of tanks where the
mixing is b ing done. In other plants, the water and chemicals flow
over and under many baffles in a long channel. In one plant in he
state, the incoming water enters an upright cylindrical tank at a
tangent with the walls, o that a great whirlpool with a vortex in
the center i produced. In all of these methods, the chemicals are
ewer mixing methods are
introduced at the surface of the water.
now available. In these, the water and the chemicals enter at the
bottom of a large upright tank which mu t be some twelve or fifteen
feet deep. In this type of mixer, the ludge formed by the interaction of the chemicals reacting with the minerals causing the
hardne s is form ed at the bottom of the tank and soon begins to
rollect there. Consequently, the chemical are introduced into the
sludge. Thi ludge i gently agitated, either by the incoming stream
of water or by mechanical paddle . The re ult i that the softening
operation takes place on the surface of the sludge particles so that
they increa e greatly in size and are unable to rise to the surf~ce
of the water ome di tance above. The re ulting almost clear water
overflows at the top of the tank into a trough which carries it away.
T he heaviest sludge particle collect at the bottom of the tank and
are drawn off either continuou ly or at short intervals. As a result,
the amount of sludge remaining near the bottom of the tank is practically con tant. This type of mixer and clarifier is new, having
come on the market shortly before 1940. Some have been installed
since that date, mo t of them for military camps and war production site . Only one i operating in Kan as at this time. It is at
Chanute and is u ed to a i t in oftening the very turbid water
pumped from the eo ho river. Plant of this type require no large
settling ba ins like those u ed in the old r ype of softening plant,
so occupy much le space and are cheaper to in tall. The time
required for the treatment of the water is greatly shortened. The
new y tern is e pecially recommended for the softening of ground
water, but may be u ed in connection with the clarification and
softening of urface water when the turbidity is not too high.
In the older type of softening plant, the water pas ing from the
mixing chamber run to a large ba in sometimes called the slow
mixing chamber. The more common name for this basin is the
flocculator. The purpo e of the flocculator is to more completely
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mix the chemicals with the water and at the same time to increase
the size of the sediment particles in order that they will settle more
rapidly when the water passes to the main settling basin. Horizontal, slowly rotating paddles slightly agitate the water. The
motion of the paddles must not be rapid enough to break up the
sediment particles, known as floe. Very little sludge is allowed to
collect in thi basin, but provision must be made fo~· the removal
of the little that does fall to the bottom of the basin.
The water passes from the flocculator to the main settling basin,
the large t basin in the system. Frequently there are two settling
basin , both large. H ere the water move very lowly and the solids
settle to the bottom in the form of a mudlike sludge. In the smaller
plants, the sludge is allowed to collect for everal months. This
necessitates deep basin . At intervals, the ba in i drained and the
sludge washed out with a fire hose. The larger plants employ a
different system. Large scrapers move sl9wly along the floor of the •
basin, carrying the sludge to a trough at the end of the basin. The
sludge is flushed out from thi trough at frequent intervals, the time
depending upon the amount of sludge formed. The scrapers are
attached to an endless chain, one-half the blades traveling inverted
in the direc ion opposite to the blades on the bottom of the basin;
In another type of basin, the basin is circular in shape and the scraping blades rotate in a horizon~al plane around a central shaft. The
blades are equipped with vane which gradually move the sludge
toward the center where it collects in a hopper and is run off by
flu bing with a small amount of water. Thi type of basin need be
drained only for repair . The flocculator and settling basins, becau e of their great ize, are u ually not covered. This sometimes
leads to difficulty from ice formation occa ionall causing damage
to the walls of the basins.
The sludge from the ettling ba in may be allowed to dry in
shallow pools from whi h it i carted away. At Ottawa, the sludge
i u ed to fill in low land, subje t to overflow, around the plant. In
ca es where a stream i near and no use is found for the ludge,
it i run into the stream. In one place in the tate, PittsburO', the
ludge i nearly pure lime tone and still has ome chemical value,
so a part of it is recirculated to aid in ettling the new and finer
ludge. The sludge formed by ofteninO' well water in which only
carbonate hardne s is removed i fairly ·pure lime tone and i uitable for reconversion into lime. There i located in the southern
nited tates an indu trial plant which requires a very large
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amount of oft water, five million gallon being softened dail .
The sludge from this plant is such a pure grade of lime tone tha
it i dried and burned in a lime kiln. Because the water contain
con iderable carbon dioxide in addition to the c_a rbonate hardne
the amount of lime produced i more than twice that needed for
softening the ater. The plant, a a con equence, buy no lime
for softening it water, but, on the contrary, ha the additional
lime for u e in other plant operations. Thi is an intere ting ca e
in which a manufacturing con ern make a double saving by softening it water supply. A sludge cannot be u ed for the manufacture of lime if any magne ium i removed from the water.
After water ha tood for variable length of time in the settling
ba in , it must receive further treatmen . Water which has be n
softened by mean.., of lime i very likely to be highly alkaline and
furthermore , may in time throw down more sediment. Thi difficulty is cared for in ome system by pa ing uffi ient carbon dioxide through the water to reduce the alkalinity to a ati factory
degree. Thi operation is spoken of as recarbonation. In all cases
in which it is nece sary to add lime in exce , recarbonation is lik ly
to re ult in a light cloudiness in the water, owing to the formation
of more lime tone. This cloudine may be in part removed in a .
small settling ba in, but i commonly removed by the filter. R carbonation i frequently spoken of a tabilization of the water.
Twenty of the place in the state that soften their water recarbonate it, three do not.
The carbon dioxide u ed for recarbonation is commonly made
by burning natural gas. Coke or fuel oil can be u ed where natural gas i not available. In some place , where the steam engines
or diesel motors are used for power, flue gases from the boiler or
exhaust gase from the motors are u ed as sources of carbon dioxide. This procedure supplies the nece ary carbon dioxide .without cost. If fuel must be burned to upply carbon dioxide, the
heat produced can ·be used advantageously to heat water for the
lime slaker. Hot wat r i mu h better for slaking lime than i
cold water.
·
In some plant where the treated water is not highly alkaline, but
some limestone is still carried in solution in the water, further precipitation of the limestone is prevented by the addition of complex
sodium pho phates, old under the trade name of calgon, nalco, etc.
Nine cities in the State are using uch commercial stabilizers in the
softened water. Thi . method of stabilizing softened water is rela-
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tively new. A few places use both recarbqnation and pho phate
treatment. It is doubtful whether that is actually necessary.
Water from the settling ba in or that treated witb carbon dioxide
or pho phates goes next to the filter . At present all Kansas municipal softening plants are u ing rapid sand filters of the gravity
type. This type of filter requires relatively small tanks with drain
pipes in the bottom. These pipes are covered with very coarse
grav~l or cobble stones. A finer gravel lies above this coarse gravel
layer. Next is a layer of sand. Such a filter effectively removes all
traces of remaining sediment from the water. Provision is made for
rapidly forcing water backwards through the filter bed to wash out
the sediment when the filter becomes clogged. This wash water
overflows into troughs set in the walls of the filter ba in and flows
to the sewer. Filter basins do not occupy much pace o are alway
covered. They should be protected from dirt and the windows and
doors of the room should be closely screened to keep out insects.
Water from the filters goes directly into the mains or into storage
reserv01rs.
Mo t water softening plants are equipped with covered clear
wells, sometimes located under the building and grounds of the
plant. A few places store the treated water in large open reservoirs.
This is not recommended. Adequate storage facilities should always
be provided whether the water is softened or not.
When this study was begun, it was thought perhaps a compari on
of the efficiency of the plants studied could be made. It became
evident early in the study that this wa not feasible. In the first
place, the number of Kan as communities softening their water,
especially those softening ground water, is too small to afford any
adequate basis of comparison. Again, while mo t municipalities
keep adequate records, ome have almost none. This, in itself, is
a strong indication of inefficiency. Some cities having adequate
records include operating costs with chemical co ts. Others separate
them. This makes fair comparisons difficult, if not impossible.
Furthermore, there are so many variable factors involved that it, is
frequently impossible to assign an apparent lack of efficiency to
any one factor. Probably no system is more efficient than the person who operates it. From the experience of softening systems in
other states, the writer is led to believe that in o far as the softening of ground water is involved, the greate t lack of efficiency originates in the method of mixing the chemicals with the water to be
softened. For ground water at least, where there is little or no tur-
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bidity in the raw water, there is sound reason to believe that the
newer, upward flow type of mixer i considerably more efficient than
the older types. It has already been pointed out that the upward
flow type of mixer require no ettling basin nor flocculator. Thi
re ults in a great saving in the init_ial cost of the oftening ystem.
The time required for the pa age of water through the new type of
equipment is much horter than in the ettling basin type. This
greatly reduces operating co t . There i al o evidence that the
effectiveness of chemical u ed i O'reater in the new type of equipment. The writer has been informed by a number of engineers that
they are including the upward ,flow type of mixer in plan being
drawn for water softening plant to be built as soon a materials
again become available.
In citie u ing surface water, th re is some doubt as to the wi dom
of using the upward flow type of mixer on account of the very great
variation in the turbidity and in the hardness of the water. However, a goodly number of lo alitie in other state are u ing this type
of mixer, u ing it as a clarifier and in some cases both as a clarifier
and oftener. Communitie u ing river water and contemplating
the addtion of softening plant would do well to study the plapts in
operation in other tate . Citi u ing surface water which has opportunity to lo e mo t of its turbidity from long tanding in artificial lakes hould be able to u e the upward flow type of plant to
good advantage.
The que tion that will be uppermo t in the mind of many readers
will be, "" hat will it co t to in tall a water softening system?"
That is a que tion that can be answered only for each individual
community after all, the fact are known. The size and type of
plant are factor in the co t. Again, the ize and type are dependent
upon the quantity of water to be softened as well as on the amount
and kind of hardne . Let it be borne in m1nd that in many instance there is an actual saving to the consumer by having the
water oftened, whatever the cost. Even if there is no ultimate saving, except in the few places where the hardness is excessively high,
the ad, antage and convenience of oft water are worth all they cost.
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